TF-14/1(a) Dated: 30-10-2017

To,
GM(Est)
BSNL
C.O.
New Delhi.

Subject: Counting of pre-appointment training period of Telecom Technicians (Telecom Mechanics) as regular service for reckoning. Five years to be eligible to appear in LICE for Junior Engineers.

Respected Madam,

Kindly refer establishment branch letter No.-5-1/LICE/JTO(T)/2016, Est-IV, dt-05-08-2016 and DOP&AR OM No.-14034/5/81(D), dt-08-03-1983. Through which it is circulated to count pre-appointment training period as regular service to make the official eligible to appear in LICE for JTO. Hence we request you kindly to extend this facility for Telecom Technicians also to appear in LICE for Junior Engineers for which notification from BSNL C.O. has already been issued.

We will feel obliged if the necessary instruction may kindly be issued to field units as earliest possible.

With regards,

Yours faithfully,

(Chandeshwar Singh)
General Secretary